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Abstract. We analyzed the behavior of convergent flow tracer tests per-4

formed in a 3D heterogeneous sandbox in presence of connected gravel chan-5

nels under laboratory-controlled conditions. We focused on the evaluation6

of connectivity metrics based on characteristic times calculated from exper-7

imental breakthrough curves (BTCs), and the selection of upscaling model8

parameters related to connectivity. A conservative compound was injected9

from several piezometers in the box and depth-integrated BTCs were mea-10

sured at the central pumping well. Results show that transport was largely11

affected by the presence of gravel channels, which generate anomalous trans-12

port behavior such as BTC tailing and double peaks. Connectivity indica-13

tors based on BTC peak times provided better information about the pres-14

ence of connected gravel channels in the box. One of these indicators, β, was15

defined as the relative temporal separation of the BTCs peaks from the BTCs16

centers of mass. The mathematical equivalence between β and the capacity17

coefficient adopted in mass-transfer-based formulations suggests how con-18

nectivity metrics could be directly embedded in mass-transfer formulations.19

This finding is in line with previous theoretical studies and was corroborated20

by reproducing a few representative experimental BTCs using a 1D semi-21

analytical bimodal solution embedding a mass-transfer term. Model results22

show a good agreement with experimental BTCs when the capacity coeffi-23

cient was constrained by measured β. Models that do not embed adequate24

connectivity metrics or do not adequately reproduce connectivity showed poor25

matching with observed BTCs.26
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1. Introduction

Experimental studies conducted in the past demonstrated that aquifer heterogeneity27

generates anomalous (i.e., non Fickian) transport (e.g., [Becker and Shapiro, 2000; Boggs28

et al., 1992; Cortis and Berkowitz, 2004; Fernàndez-Garcia et al., 2002, 2004; Levy and29

Berkowitz, 2003; Meigs and Beauheim, 2001]). Since an exhaustive characterization of het-30

erogeneity is generally not feasible at the scales controlling anomalous transport, tracer31

tests are performed at some metric scale and their results analyzed using integrated (up-32

scaling) models. Among them, macrodispersive models or nonlocal formulations (e.g.,33

[Dagan, 1989; Berkowitz et al., 2006; Benson et al., 2000; Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995])34

have been successfully applied against experimental data (e.g., [Dagan, 1982; Levy and35

Berkowitz, 2003; McKenna et al., 2001; Sanchez-Vila and Carrera, 2004]).36

These formulations, typically based on analytical or semi-analytical 1D solutions, are37

usually more practical than complex numerical models to reproduce anomalous transport.38

Yet, they are sometimes criticized since they can suffer from lack of a solid physical39

relationship between model parameters and aquifer properties, which impedes their use40

for predictive purposes (e.g., [Neuman and Tartakovsky, 2009]).41

While most efforts were done to investigate such missing links under uniform flow con-42

figurations (e.g., [Willmann et al., 2008; Zinn and Harvey, 2003; Zhang et al., 2014])43

significantly fewer studies focused on transport under forced-gradient convergent (FGC)44

flow. The latter is a widely adopted methodology to perform field-scale tracer tests45

(e.g., [Becker and Shapiro, 2000; Bianchi et al., 2011; Gutiérrez et al., 1997; Meigs and46

Beauheim, 2001; Ptak et al., 2004]), but requires more complex mathematical treatment47
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for upscaling purposes than uniform flow transport. One reason is the lack of transport48

stationarity under radial flow [Matheron, 1967]. Fernàndez-Garcia et al. [2004] illustrated49

that parameters estimated using uniform flow tests substantially differ from those esti-50

mated under divergent or convergent flow. As such, basic processes controlling anomalous51

transport under FGC flow configuration are not yet completely linked to upscaling model52

parameters and require further investigation.53

Recent theoretical studies indicate that anomalous transport under FGC flow is strictly54

related to mechanisms and concepts of connectivity, stratification, mixing and nonstation-55

arity. Most of them also seem to be at the origin of anomalous transport under uniform56

flow conditions (e.g.,[Gomez-Hernandez and Wen, 1998; Sanchez-Vila et al., 1996; Will-57

mann et al., 2008; Zinn and Harvey, 2003; Zhang et al., 2014]). Pedretti and Fiori [2013]58

used an analytical solution to show that anomalous scaling of BTCs is naturally associated59

with FGC flow in case of perfect transport stratification. Similar conclusions were drawn60

by Pedretti et al. [2013], who used numerical models to reproduce FGC tracer tests in61

synthetic fields. They observed that, after injecting at a distance of about one horizontal62

integral scale from the well in unconditional 3D Multi-Gaussian ln(K) fields (K being the63

hydraulic conductivity), depth-integrated BTCs displayed typical features associated with64

anomalous transport, such as nonsymmetrical shapes or tailing. Pedretti et al. [2013] asso-65

ciated this behavior to transport connectivity and stratification, as injected solutes moved66

preferentially through more permeable and well-connected layers rather than through less67

permeable and poorly-connected layers.68

One consequence of tailing is the large separation of concentration peak time from the69

temporal scaling of the center of mass of a BTC. Pedretti et al. [2014] showed that, when70
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properly normalized, this temporal lag is mathematically similar to the capacity coeffi-71

cient (β) used in mass-transfer-based approaches. Indeed, the numerical simulations by72

Pedretti et al. [2014] performed in anisotropic Multi-Gaussian fields at various integer73

scales showed a high correlation between between BTC peak times and β; these authors74

proposed the existence of a physical link between β and connectivity based on the dis-75

tribution of ln(K). These conclusions seem to be supported by other works based on76

uniform flow conditions. Zhang et al. [2014] performed synthetic tracer tests with larger77

injection scales than those reported by Pedretti et al. [2014], and conclude that a quan-78

titative link between nonlocal parameters and aquifer heterogeneity may actually rely on79

the properties of highly-conductive materials, such as gravel channels.80

Experimental studies supporting these hypotheses are lacking. Only a few experimental81

analysis addressed general aspect of the link between FGC transport parameterization and82

connectivity, without focusing on nonlocal parameters. Fernàndez-Garcia et al. [2004]83

used a 3D metric-scale box, characterized by anisotropic distribution of K clusters. They84

concluded that the presence of small connected paths may condition only specific transport85

parameters (e.g. apparent porosity), without affecting others (e.g. dispersivity). Similar86

conclusions were drawn from experiments performed at larger scales, such as the MADE87

site [Bianchi et al., 2011]. Macroscopic entities, such as gravel channels in less conductive88

sandy materials, are also associated with preferential transport and connectivity. This89

situation is typical of alluvial depositional systems and has a dramatic impact on the90

fate of flow and solutes in the subsurface, as the preferential paths may account for91

the majority of flow and consequently transport in the subsurface (e.g., [Labolle and92

Fogg, 2001; Rosqvist and Destouni, 2000]). Connectivity is a relatively new concept in93
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hydrogeology; we refer to Renard and Allard [2013] for an extensive review of several static94

and dynamic connectivity metrics applied for the characterization of flow and transport95

in heterogeneous porous media.96

The goal of our analysis is to provide experimental evidences to support theoretical stud-97

ies dealing with anomalous transport in presence of FGC and to obtain additional insights98

about the missing link between anomalous transport, connectivity and model parameters99

under this flow configuration. For this purpose, multiple convergent flow tracer tests were100

repeated from different positions in a meter-scale physical box. The experimental setup101

focused on reproducing a naturally heterogeneous alluvial system where gravel channels102

are embedded in a finer sandy matrix. The analysis of experimental results consisted in103

two parts. First, we carefully analyzed the spatial distribution of connectivity indicators104

based on characteristic times from resulting depth-integrated BTCs. Then, we developed105

and used an upscaling solution based on a nonlocal effective model where β can be di-106

rectly embedded as a model parameter. Representative experimental BTCs with different107

shapes and obtained from different injection locations in the box were used to compare108

the model-fitting ability of the nonlocal solution embedding β against models that did109

not embed connectivity, or models unable to reproduce anomalous transport. Other rel-110

evant aspects related to the model analysis, such as the mass transported in preferential111

channels compared to transport through sands, were also analyzed and discussed.112

The paper is structured as follows. The experimental methodology (box setup and113

the execution of the tracer tests) is carefully described in Section 2. The dimensionless114

parameters and connectivity indicators used in the analysis are introduced in Section 3.115

The analysis of connectivity indicators obtained from the resulting BTCs is addressed in116
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Section 4. The model-based analysis is presented in Section 5. The paper ends with the117

main conclusions drawn from this work.118

2. Experimental setup

2.1. Box description

The experimental box (Figure 1a) was constructed using a Plexiglass box to create a119

parallelepiped shape with the dimensions 144 cm x 60 cm x 60 cm (x,y,z). The system120

was equipped with two tanks connected to the public water network, which set constant121

hydraulic heads (CH) at two of the boundaries of the box. Water seeped from the lateral122

tanks into the porous system by means of perforated baffles located between the box and123

the tanks (Figure 1b).124

The box consisted of 26 piezometers (pz) of 1 cm inner diameter, which acted as fully125

penetrating injection locations during the tracer tests. A borehole of 3 cm inner diameter,126

located in the center of the box, acted as a fully-penetrating pumping well during the tracer127

tests. Both the small piezometers and the large borehole were made of PVC perforated128

pipe and wrapped with a geotextile fabric. The fabric was used to avoid clogging of the129

perforated PVC by loose fine-grained material. However, the fabric space was sufficiently130

coarse to minimize the potential trapping of solute on the piezometer borders during131

tracer injection or within the well borders during the extraction.132

A control tap, located under the central borehole, allowed dewatering of the system and133

creating the effect of a fully penetrating pumping well along the borehole column. Outlet134

water from the tap was collected in a storage tank where water could be sampled and135

tracer concentrations measured. Details about tracer tests compounds and measurement136

devices are provided in the next sections.137
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2.2. Characterization and distribution of geological materials

The sandbox was filled with two different inert materials, sand and gravel. To mimic138

a heterogeneous alluvial system where gravel channels are embedded by a finer hosting139

sandy matrix, the box was completed in the following steps (Figure 2a):140

1. an initial 20-cm-thick layer of mixed fine to coarse sands was deposited on the bottom141

of the box. The average grain-size distribution (GSD) of this material, measured before142

setting up the box, ranged from 0.1 mm to 1 mm.143

2. Layer 1 - several 3-cm-thick gravel packs were positioned on the top of the first144

sandy layer according to the spatial distribution depicted in Figure 2b and Figure 2d.145

The gravel GSD ranged from 2 mm to 10 mm. The remaining lateral spaces were filled146

with mixed sands;147

3. a 15-cm-thick sandy material was deposited on top of Layer 1;148

4. Layer 2 - another heterogeneous 3-cm-thick gravel-sandy layer was created similarly149

to Layer 1 (but with different spatial organization of gravels, as depicted in Figure 2c and150

Figure 2e);151

5. a 10-cm-thick sandy material was deposited on top of Layer 2 to complete the box.152

Full saturation conditions were achieved by flooding the box every 10 cm of additional153

material deposition and allowing degassing overnight. Hydraulic properties of sands and154

gravels prior deposition were determined using a Mariotte bottle, giving an approximate155

K range of 5 · 10−2 − 10−1 m/d for sands and 101 − 102 m/d for gravels.156

After the box was dismantled, several material samples were extracted from the system157

at random locations and used to measure in-situ GSD, K and porosity (φ). The (arith-158

metic) mean porosity of the system was estimated as φ = 0.31. Sieve analysis showed159
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that samples with larger proportions of gravel (i.e., those characterizing gravel channels)160

were approximately composed by 97% gravels and 3% sands. On the other hand, sandy161

samples (i.e., samples taken from the sandy matrix) were comprised of approximately162

85% sands and 15% gravels. Constant-head permeability tests were repeated three times163

with three different hydraulic heads on each core, resulting in very similar K ranges as164

the loose material prior deposition. It was therefore assumed that the presence of isolated165

and unstructured gravel particles within the sandy matrix play a minor role on transport166

dynamics within the box, which was expected to be mostly controlled by the continuity167

of main connected gravel channels.168

2.3. Resulting spatial organization of gravel channels

Due to the high contrasts in K, the resulting sandbox was considered to be hydraulically169

bimodal, with high K layers embedded in an overall lower K matrix. The spatial orga-170

nization of material resulted into preferential channels (Figure 2), with different lateral171

continuity:172

• Layer 1 (Figure 2d) consists of (a) a long, continuous gravel channel crossing the173

whole aquifer from the top-left corner to the opposite bottom-right corner, intercepting174

the well location; (b) a square, isolated gravel block (with an approximate planar size175

of 15 cm x 30 cm (x,y)) located near pz 1H and 2H; and (c) a short gravel channel176

(approximately 25 cm long), not intercepting the well.177

• Layer 2 (Figure 2e) consists of three different gravel zones not intercepting the well:178

two continuous channels intercepting each other around pz 2G and one isolated gravel179

block located in the right side of the box, disconnected from the well by means of inter-180

posed sands.181
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2.4. Preparation and execution of the tracer tests

During the execution of the tracer tests, CH lateral boundary conditions were set to182

55 cm and the bottom tap in the box was opened to reach a quasi-steady-state pumped183

equilibrium, with a final constant flow rate (Q) of about 0.05 L/s. In this configuration,184

head levels dropped by less than 25% of their initial values, which is within the limit of185

validity of the Boussinesq approximation for an unconfined aquifer to be analyzed as a186

confined aquifer [Bear, 1972].187

A pulse injection of a known amount of mass was sequentially injected from each188

piezometer. The tracer was a saline solution of potassium iodide with concentration189

of 3 · 10−3 M. The low reactivity of the solution allows for the assumption that the tracer190

behaved as a purely conservative compound in the system. Injections were performed191

manually with a needle and syringe to mimic a pulse injection. To ensure that the tracer192

was well mixed inside the piezometer column and to minimize any effects on the local193

flow regime, the needle was placed at the bottom of the piezometer and slowly lifted while194

continuously releasing the solute until the water table was reached.195

After each injection, the conductivity of water drained from the system via the bot-196

tom tap was first measured using an electrode sensitive to iodide ions (Thermo Electron197

Corporation, 9653BN Orion Recorder, Iodide Electrode); this water was then discarded.198

Conductivity was converted to concentration values after the electrode was calibrated to199

known solutions of iodide. According to our calibration, the probe had a detection limit200

of 10−3 mg/L. Because of this low detection limit, the mass injected in a volume of 10 mL201

was sufficiently low to prevent large density contrasts and sufficiently large to be detected202

after being diluted in the well.203
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For each injection, concentration in the well was measured until 99% or more of the204

total injected mass was recovered. The tracer experiment was repeated for all of the 26205

fully penetrating piezometers located at different positions from the central well and using206

the same boundary heads and pumping flow rate. After each injection, three to four pore207

volumes were pumped out of the system to prevent any interference between consecutive208

tracer experiments (i.e., to avoid detecting residual mass from the previous experiment).209

3. Definition of connectivity indicators

We defined a series of dimensionless parameters and connectivity indicator used to210

analyze the behavior of solute transport in the heterogeneous box. The general idea was211

to analyze the departure of experimental BTCs from the corresponding behavior of an212

equivalent homogeneous domain (i.e., BTCs generated as if the same amount of solute213

mass had been injected in a homogeneous box under similar flow conditions).214

We started considering that, under convergent transport taking place in a confined215

homogenous cylindrical aquifer of radius r and height b, the mean solute advection velocity216

(v) and advection time (τ) can be defined respectively as (e.g [Moench, 1989])217

v(r) =
Q

2πrbφ
τ =

∫
dr

v(r)
=
πr2bφ

Q
. (1)

The variable τ , obtained after integration of v, represents a characteristic time which is218

usually adopted to normalize experimental BTCs under steady-state radial convergent219

flow. A normalization of the form tD = t/τ (tD being the dimensionless time and t the220

time) ensures that the center of mass of a depth-integrated BTC measured at the well221

(after a conservative tracer is injected as a pulse in a cylindrical homogeneous aquifer at222
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a distance r from the well) scales at tD = 1. The concentration peak time also scales at223

tD=1 when r/α > 10, where α is the longitudinal dispersivity [Moench, 1989].224

The comparison of tD with other characteristic times (Ti) obtained from BTCs can225

be used as an indicator of ’transport connectivity’, i.e. a metric to evaluate the impact226

of connectivity on the behavior of solute plumes migrating in heterogeneous aquifers227

(e.g.,[Knudby and Carrera, 2006; Renard and Allard, 2013; Trinchero et al, 2008; Pedretti228

et al., 2014]). Under forced-gradient convergent transport, a set of connectivity indicators229

CIi can be defined for instance as230

CIi = − ln

(
Ti
τ

)
. (2)

The larger CIi the more ’connected’ the injection and extraction points. Evaluating CIi in231

correspondence of each injection location allows mapping the distribution of connectivity232

within the investigated domain. This approach was used by to analyze the impact of233

connectivity under radial convergent transport [Trinchero et al, 2008; Pedretti et al.,234

2014], and is adopted here for the analysis of connectivity in our experimental tracer235

tests.236

Because of the boundary conditions affecting the flow field in the box, the aquifer237

departed from cylindrical conditions and (1) could not be directly applied to obtain τ .238

Indeed, the longest box sides acted as no-flow boundaries, while short sides acted as239

constant-head boundaries. To circumvent this problem, boundary-corrected advection240

times (τ ′) were evaluated numerically. The numerical approach consisted of two steps.241

First, a steady-state 2D flow simulation was carried out using MODFLOW [Harbaugh242

et al., 2000]. A uniform mesh discretization of 1 cm x 1 cm was adapted and boundary243
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conditions similar to the box setup were implemented. The resulting flow field from the244

MODFLOW simulation was coupled with a particle-tracking code, RW3D [Fernàndez-245

Garcia et al., 2005] to obtain the advection time for each injection location. A classical246

exponential scheme for the interpolation of particle velocities was adopted.247

In arbitrary flow fields, the simulated advection time depends directly on the hydraulic248

conductivity. For the sake of this analysis, the numerical simulation was performed as-249

suming an isotropic, homogeneous hydraulic conductivity distribution with K=10 m/d.250

This value represents the lower limit of hydraulic conductivity measured in our box on251

such material (see Section 2). In this sense, the numerical simulation provides a distri-252

bution of minimum advection times associated with transport through gravel channels;253

as such, solute plumes moving faster than this advection time can be directly associated254

with transport through preferential channels. The importance of this specific selection255

can be readily understood from the definition of connectivity indicators hereafter.256

Knowing τ ′, a boundary-corrected dimensionless time (t′D) can be defined as257

t′D =
t

τ ′
. (3)

A first indicator of transport connectivity (CI1) can be obtained as258

CI1 = − ln
( µ
τ ′

)
(4)

where µ is the first temporal moment (center of mass) of the BTC resulting from the259

injection at a specific location. This is calculated as [Aris, 1956]260

µ =

∫
tC(t)dt∫
C(t)dt

(5)
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where C is the measured concentration at the well. CI1 > 0 indicates that, on average,261

the tracer mass moves faster in the box than in an equivalent homogeneous aquifer char-262

acterized by K = 10 m/d. In other words, a positive CI1 would indicate that the center263

of mass of injected plumes would migrate according to the mean velocity of preferential264

gravel channels rather than the mean velocity of sands. Therefore, CI1 > 0 indicates that265

transport between injection and extraction is directly controlled by the presence of pref-266

erential channels. On the other hand, a negative CI1 would represent transport largely267

dominated by sands, as the center of mass would scale at later times than the minimum268

advection time for gravels. In this sense, CI1 represents a direct physical measurement269

of connectivity associated with the impact of gravels on the average behavior of injected270

tracers.271

A second indicator of transport connectivity (CI2) can be defined from another char-272

acteristic time measured from BTCs, the concentration peak time (tpk), as273

CI2 = − ln

(
tpk
τ ′

)
. (6)

In this case, CI2 > 0 indicates that part of the injected mass is moving through prefer-274

ential gravel channels, giving rise to the BTC peak earlier than the peak originated from275

transport through sands.276

According to Pedretti et al. [2014], a third connectivity indicator could be determined277

by measuring the relative delay between the BTC peak time and the center of mass. This278

is defined as279

β =
µ− tpk
tpk

. (7)
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β → 0 indicates that the peak time tends to correspond to the center of mass of solute280

distribution, which means a more symmetric distribution (similar, for instance, to the281

BTC observed under homogeneous conditions). On the other hand, a large β denotes282

that the center of mass is ’retarded’ relative to transport through fast flow zones. This is283

similar to what described by mass-transfer formulations where the total retardation (R)284

caused by mass-transfer processes is computed as R = 1+β (e.g. [Haggerty and Gorelick,285

1995]). Indeed, (7) is an approximation of the exact derivation of capacity coefficient286

from mass-transfer models [Pedretti et al., 2014]. Under FGC flow configurations, a larger287

retardation may occur when transport is more stratified and lateral connectivity is large288

[Pedretti et al., 2013]. Consequently, the capacity coefficient in nonlocal models could289

have a physical meaning associated with connectivity, and in turn transport connectivity290

can be directly embedded into mass-transfer formulations.291

It should be noticed that, in multi-modal BTCs, multiple peaks exist and thus multiple292

β and CI2 can be defined. The specific selection of the peak is very important to obtain an293

accurate indicator of connectivity and capacity coefficients, as discussed in the following.294

Indeed, these indicators may assume different values depending on the position of the295

selected peaks relative to the center of mass (e.g. CI2 >> CI1 and β >> 0 for highly296

positively skewed single-peaked BTCs).297

4. Analysis of connectivity

We analyzed the impact of connectivity in our box by considering (1) the position of298

the peaks and the shape of the experimental BTCs, and (2) the values of connectivity299

indicators in each injection location based on characteristic times described in the previ-300

ous section. Since the adopted indicators contain different information related to BTCs,301
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it is worth analyzing which one provides greater ability to describe the impact of gravel302

channels on solute transport. We focused in detail on the ability of β to provide an accu-303

rate description of connectivity in the box, and infer if this indicator could be potentially304

used as an effective parameter in nonlocal formulations containing physical information305

regarding aquifer connectivity.306

4.1. Qualitative aspects

Resulting BTCs from the experimental tracer tests are reported in Figure 3. In this307

plot, BTCs are normalized by the maximum concentration measured from each injection308

point (y-axes) and by t′D (x-axes). Each sub-plot reports the group of BTCs associated309

with each injection line.310

We observed that a few BTCs are characterized by double-peaked (bimodal) shape,311

with the first peak scaling at either t′D < 1 (pz 1A , 3A, 1B, 3B, 2H, 3H and 3I) or t′D ≈ 1312

(pz 2B, 1H, 2I). These BTCs correspond to injection points generally located far from the313

central well and in zones where gravel channels are elongated and laterally continuous from314

the top corners of the box to the well location. Because of the bimodal K distribution in315

the box, we can initially infer that bimodal BTCs arise due to a combination of transport316

through preferential gravel channels and the sandy matrix. The position of the first peak317

seems consistent with solute transport occurring preferentially through gravel channels318

and characterized by either K = 10 m/d (peaks scaling at t′D ≈ 1) or K > 10 m/d (peaks319

scaling at t′D < 1). The second peak can be associated with transport in lower-conductive320

sandy materials, as these peaks generally scale at t′D > 1.321

A second group of BTCs was characterized by unimodal distributions, with the peak322

scaling at either t′D ≈ 1 (pz 3C, 3D, 2G, 3G, 1I), or t′D > 1 (the remaining pz). These323
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curves seem more symmetric than in the previous set of BTCs. Greater symmetry can324

be due to the proximity of these points to the well, as injected plumes may not sample325

sufficient heterogeneity to exhibit bimodal shape. Because of the adopted time normal-326

ization, single-peaked BTCs with peak scaling at t′D = 1 reveal that transport from these327

locations may have occurred through gravel channels (contrarily, the peak would have328

scaled at t′D > 1). Therefore, it seems that the presence of gravel channels may not be329

phenomenologically described from qualitative aspects such as modality and shape of the330

resulting BTCs. This result suggests that care must be taken when qualitative criteria re-331

garding the BTC shapes are used to infer the impact of connected features or the presence332

of preferential channels in heterogeneous aquifers.333

A more critical observation of these curves reveals indeed that the occurrence of gravel334

channels close to an injection location may not be a sufficient condition to generate bi-335

modal BTCs associated to this injection point. The behavior of pz 2F and 3G is quite336

illustrative in this sense. These two injection locations are clearly close to a gravel chan-337

nel, which seems apparently well connected and continuous from these injection points338

to the pumping well. The resulting BTCs do not display a double-peak behavior, while339

single-peaked BTCs are found instead. Remarkably, these BTC peaks scale at t′D > 1,340

suggesting that transport from these two injected locations may have occurred almost341

exclusively through sands. This observation should warn decision makers about the use342

of ’static’ (i.e. topologically-based, e.g. Renard and Allard [2013]) indicators to evaluate343

the impact of preferential channels on transport in heterogeneous porous media. From344

the behavior of pz 2F and 3G it seems that a clear link between topological indicators345

and the shape of BTCs may not be easily built for our box.346
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Another key aspect highlighted from this analysis concerns with the potential amount347

of mass migrating through preferential channels. We observed that a few double-peaked348

BTCs display peaks with very similar concentrations (e.g., pz 1I, 2I). This is true also for349

two other injection locations, pz 1A and 3I, although here slightly higher concentrations350

occur on the second peaks of the resulting BTCs. In contrast, other BTCs displayed351

markedly higher concentrations in one of the two peaks, preferentially the first peak (e.g.,352

pz 3A, 3B, 3D, 2H) and in two cases the second peak (pz 1B, 3H). Larger concentrations on353

the first peaks are of great concern from a risk assessment perspective. They highlight that354

in some circumstances preferential gravel channels (associated with the first modes) can355

deliver a significant amount of mass along their pathways, despite being present in a few356

narrow channels. Preferential paths are not easily detected in routinely characterization357

practices, although they should constitute a primary goal for risk assessment of polluted358

aquifers [Trinchero et al, 2008].359

4.2. Connectivity maps

Quantitative aspects of connectivity were inferred from the analysis of Figure 4, which360

reports the spatial distribution of the three connectivity indicators (CI1, CI2 and β), in361

correspondence of each injection location.362

Figure 4-top illustrates the behavior of the connectivity indicator calculated using the363

temporal position of the BTCs center of mass (CI1). It can be observed that this map364

does not display any specific spatial configuration; CI1 is very homogeneously distributed365

and, remarkably, always found in the range −2 < CI1 < −1. Negative CI1 values indicate366

that the center of mass is retarded compared with the minimum advection time calculated367

for gravels, suggesting that the center of mass of injected solutes travels preferentially368
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according to the velocity of less-conductive sandy materials. This behavior is independent369

from the position of connected paths within the box, and seems to suggest that the first370

moment of solute travel times measured by depth-integrated BTCs may be insensitive to371

the presence of connected paths.372

Figure 4-middle illustrates the distribution of connectivity indicators calculated using373

the BTCs peak times (CI2). Black squares refer to indicators evaluated using the absolute374

peak times observed on the BTCs (i.e. the time associated with the maximum concen-375

tration measured for each BTC). This time refers to the first peak of all BTCs, except376

for pz 1A, 1B, 3H, 3I for which it refers to the second peak. This map shows significant377

variability among points, which span from negative values (the lowest being pz 1A, 1B,378

3H, 3I) to positive values (the largest being 3A, 3B, 2H). Positive values suggest that part379

of the plume moved faster than the minimum advection time of gravels, indicating that380

BTCs peaks may be sensitive to the presence of channels and connected features. The381

apparently anomalous behavior of pz 1A, 1B, 3H, 3I is consistent with the fact that the382

second plumes do not actually represent transport through connected features in our box,383

but rather transport through less conductive sandy matrix. Indeed, larger values could384

be expected for these pz, which are located very close to a preferential channel. Results385

become more consistent when CI2 is re-evaluated using the time scaling of the first peak.386

The new indicators (green squares in Figure 4-middle) assume now larger values, in line387

with other points where the presence of connected features affect transport.388

Figure 4-bottom depicts the distribution of β, which reflects the apparent separation of389

mobile-immobile zones through the temporal delay BTC peaks from the BTC center of390
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mass. We observed that β is generally large (β > 4) around the well (e.g., pz 2F) and, at391

specific locations, far from the well (i.e., pz 2H, 3A and 3B).392

Far from the well, large values of β are consistent with the presence of visible high K393

channels that have a strong impact on the transport. Indeed, as tracers move through394

these gravel zones, double-peaked BTCs were observed (pz 2H, 3A, 3B). Similarly to what395

was observed for CI2, however, β is also influenced by a proper selection of a peak time396

representing transport through connected features. The behavior of pz 1A, 1B, 3H and 3I397

is again illustrative in this sense. At these locations β is quite low compared with other398

values in well-connected points. A larger β should be expected for these locations, as β399

should reflect the separation between the peak time and the center of mass associated with400

connected features (in agreement with the hypothesis by Pedretti et al. [2014]). Indeed,401

when β is calculated using the temporal scaling of the first peak instead of the second402

peak for pz 1A, 1B, 3H and 3I, the resulting values became larger (green triangles in403

Figure 4-bottom).404

Close to the well, large β can be associated with the effects of plume’s stratification405

and to the presence of small-scale features occurring in sands. Since injection-extraction406

distances are short, the presence of small-size heterogeneities (although not visually de-407

tected or easily measurable) may have a strong impact on arrival times of solutes at the408

well. When solutes tend to be perfectly stratified (which occurs when r → 0), Pedretti409

and Fiori [2013] noted that BTCs can be highly positively skewed even for low hydraulic410

conductivity variance (ln(K) = 0.1).411

Our results suggest that connectivity can be better measured by indicators based on412

BTCs peak time, such as CI1 and β, rather than those based on BTCs centers of mass.413
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This issue is promising for the potential use of β as an effective parameter to embed414

connectivity in nonlocal formulations. In fact, CI1 and β provide similar information415

regarding transport connectivity in the box, and directly depends on the impact of gravel416

channels in the aquifer. Since β is mathematically equivalent to the capacity coefficient of417

mass-transfer formulations, the results suggest that β could be directly embedded in these418

models to upscale anomalous transport in alluvial settings associated with the impact of419

gravel channels. This conclusion is in line with the hypotheses by Pedretti et al. [2014]420

and Zhang et al. [2014].421

We highlight however the key importance to evaluate adequate characteristic times422

related to connectivity. While in bimodal fields this characteristic time can be uniquely423

associated with the BTCs first peak, the presence of multiple peaks in multi-modal BTCs424

may hinder the presence of gravel channels. Hence, care must be taken when a clear link425

between BTCs peaks and connectivity may not be univocally established.426

5. Effective transport modeling

To verify the potential use of β as an effective physically-based connectivity parameter427

in nonlocal formulations, we developed a semi-analytical bimodal model from the combi-428

nation of two Moench’s nonlocal solutions [Moench, 1995]. The bimodal model was used429

to fit selected single-peaked and double-peaked BTCs resulting from our experimental430

data sets after constraining the capacity coefficient term using measured β. The model431

analysis also provided an estimation of the amount of mass travelling through gravel432

channels compared with transport through sands, which is an important information to433

support decision making in risk assessment and remediation of polluted sites.434
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5.1. Model development

The bimodal semi-analytical upscaling model was obtained from the linear combination435

of two Moench’s models. Each model is a 1-D advection-dispersion formulation in radial436

coordinates and characterized by single-rate spherical matrix diffusion term that simulates437

solute exchange between two regions: a region characterized by high advective transport,438

called here ’mobile’ subdomain, and a region characterized by a larger porosity but with439

no advective transport, called here ’immobile’ subdomain. The mobile subdomain is440

associated with a mobile porosity (ψ).441

Assuming a pulse injection, negligible well radius and no retardation, the Moench’s442

model is defined in the Laplace space as443

C̃i(s) = exp

(
rGi(ωi, s)

2αi

)
(8)

where i refers to each of the two models (i = 1, 2), C̃ is the dimensionless concentration,444

s is the Laplace variable and G is a function of the parameter ω, defined in the Laplace445

space. The latter is defined as446

ωi =
2α2

i (s+ qi)

r
(9)

where qi is the mass-transfer term, defined in the Laplace space. The last factor is defined447

upon three mass-transfer parameters (Table 1), known in Moench’s terminology as matrix448

diffusion coefficient γi [-], fracture skin coefficient Si [-], and storage coefficient ξi [-], the449

latter being similar to a capacity coefficient. Notice that this terminology is adapted to450

transport in fractured media, although the mathematical model is similar to conventional451

mass-transfer formulations (e.g., Carrera et al. [1998]). Setting q = 0 (no mass-transfer),452
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the solution reduces to the classical ADE model solved in radial coordinates [Moench,453

1989]. For additional details, such as the functional form of G, we refer to Moench [1995].454

Moench’s model is formulated in dimensionless concentration, C̃, and dimensionless455

time. The dimensionless concentration, C̃ is linked to dimensional variables as456

Ci =
C̃iπr

2bψi

Mi

(10)

where M is the injected mass in each zone. Once r, b, ψ, C̃ are known (the latter estimated457

for instance by curve fitting), then the conversion from dimensionless to dimensional458

concentrations only depends on the injected M . A numerical inversion is required to459

solve for this model; we used the De Hoog algorithm [de Hoog et al., 1982] programmed460

in the MATLAB environment.461

For each injection location, the dimensionless time was calculated using (3), which462

adopts a numerically calculated advection time to account for the impact of the boundary463

conditions on the box flow field. Note that in Moench [1995] the dimensionless time464

was calculated using the advection time τ defined in (1), since the original Moench’s465

formulation applies to radial convergent transport and under the assumption of cylindrical466

aquifer conditions.467

According to our experimental results, in some cases the injected solutes could generate468

bimodal plumes, with two characteristic modes associated with high K gravel zones (first469

modes) and the other related to lower K sandy zones (second modes). A simple bimodal470

transport model was therefore defined as a linear combination of two Moench models,471

such that472
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C = wC1 + (1− w)C2 (11)

where w (formally known as a mixing parameter for binomial distributions) scales the473

contribution of each zone to the final BTC; w varies in the range [0,1]. The bimodal474

model is defined such that transport in each K zone is independent from the other and475

can be subjected to different mechanisms. For instance, one zone can display apparent476

mass-transfer-like mechanisms and thus be better fitted setting q > 0, while the other can477

behave as an ADE-like model and be better fitted by setting q = 0.478

We tested the validity of the semi-analytical solution based on the Moench’s model to479

a non-cylindrical domain using RW3D. The numerical testing framework was similar to480

the one adopted for the estimation of advection time (see Section 3), except that a larger481

number of particles was used and mass-transfer mechanisms were imposed on particle482

displacement. The implementation of mass-transfer mechanisms in RW3D is described in483

details in Fernàndez-Garcia et al. [2005]. Results (not reported) show perfect matching484

between the semi-analytical solution and the numerical results.485

5.2. Model fitting procedure

To apply the model to fit the experimental BTCs, thirteen parameters are needed.486

The model requires six parameters for each zone (Mi, ψi, αi,γi,Si, ξi) and w. To model487

single-peaked BTCs the number of parameters needed was reduced to six, since C2 = 0488

and w = 1. While some parameters could be constrained to some physical properties489

and observed transport characteristics from the BTCs, others require calibration. In this490

framework the curve fitting procedure was developed according to the following main491

steps:492
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1. finding initial ADE-based parameters that visually matched specific parts of the493

BTCs;494

2. optimizing selected initial parameters using a Monte Carlo Sensitivity Analysis495

(MCSA) choosing a range of values close to the initial ones;496

3. finding initial ADE+MT values that visually match the entire BTC;497

4. optimizing this second set of values by means of a new MCSA.498

For step 1, initial values of ψi were approximated as ψi ≈ ψr
i = (Qtpk,i)/(πr

2b), where499

tpk,i is the peak time of each BTC mode. This time roughly corresponds to the mobile500

advective time in multi-continuum formulations, and ψr is the mobile porosity under501

radial convergent transport (e.g., [Pedretti et al., 2014]). To obtain the initial values of αi502

and C̃i for the first mode, it was assumed that the early-time behavior (rising part) of the503

first BTC mode would correspond to an ADE-like transport, and its concentration peak504

would correspond to the peak of the first mode. Thus, an ADE-like solution was used to505

visually fit the first mode and match α1 and C̃1. A similar procedure was followed for506

the second mode of double-peaked BTCs, but in this case α2 and C̃2 were visually fitted507

based on the late-time behavior (descending part) and concentration peak of the second508

mode.509

Once ψi, αi and C̃i were known, Ci only depend on the respective injected mass Mi and510

w. We noted from (11) that w was defined as a weight for C1 and a complementary weight511

for C2; since it must also hold that M2 = M −M1, it is easy to observe that w played the512

same role as M1 and linearly scaled the amount of injected mass into each zone. As such,513

only one parameter between the M1 and w needed to be calibrated; we decided to set w514
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= 0.5 and calibrate M1. We could finally use (10) and (11) to transform C̃i into Ci and515

obtain C. The list of these initial values is reported in Table 1.516

For step 2, a forward MCSA was applied to optimize the fitting parameters from step 1.517

Because of the low computation burden for each simulation, a large number of simulations518

were run (ns = 106). The calibration was run twice to ensure convergence of MCSA was519

based on a selection of uniformly-distributed random parameters from a range of values520

close to the initially calibrated values. This was done to limit the degree of freedom of521

the sensitivity analysis and constrain the calibration to physically valid values close to the522

initial ones. Optimal values were determined as those generating the minimum root mean523

square errors (RMSE) between observed (Cobs) and simulated (Cmodel) concentrations.524

Log concentrations were used to further minimize the residuals across the BTCs early525

time and tails. Table 1 reports the optimized values, and the range of values used to526

generate the random distribution. RMSE was calculated as527

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

ns

ns∑
n=1

(ln(Cobs)− ln(Cmodel))
2. (12)

Results from the initial calibration of four selected BTCs (Figure 5) highlighted that528

ADE models were in good agreement only with the early-time behavior of the first mode529

and with the late-time behavior of the second mode of double-peaked BTCs. ADE models530

largely underestimated the late-time behavior of the first mode and the early part of the531

second mode. As a result, the bimodal 1D ADE could not reproduce the intermediate532

behavior between the two modes, which is associated with stratification, connectivity and533

mixing of solute plumes at the pumping well when transported through zones characterized534

by different advective velocities and connectivity.535
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Because of tailing on the first modes, and assuming that transport in the experimental536

box could be effectively upscaled considering the presence of apparent mass-transfer-like537

mechanisms on transport through gravel channels, we imposed and calibrated q > 0 for538

model C1. On the other hand, the satisfactory fitting of 1D ADE solution on the later539

part of the second modes suggests that the sandy material may not display these mass-540

transfer-like mechanisms. Consequently, we set q = 0 for model C2.541

We followed the hypothesis that the capacity coefficient could be exclusively controlled542

by the box connectivity, and that its impact on β may be known and measurable using543

(7). Thus, we did not optimized β via MCSA but imposed544

ξ1 = ψ2β. (13)

This selection was done since β is typically defined as the ratio between immobile and545

mobile porosities. If the immobile porosity is defined as the difference between total546

porosity and mobile porosity, then the capacity coefficient would simply read β = (φ′ −547

ψ)/φ′ and, using our notation, the Moench’s storage coefficient ξ ([Moench, 1995], Table1)548

would read ξ = (φ′−ψ)β (note that they used ψ = 1). However, considering the work by549

Zinn and Harvey [2003], it is possible to hypothesize that multiple non-mobile regions may550

co-exist in the matrix, some of them effectively taking part in the mass-transfer process551

while some others (called ’no flow zones’ in Zinn and Harvey [2003]) are not accessible to552

solute exchange. It is worth noticing that in Moench’s work the amount φ′−ψ is defined as553

an ’interconnected porosity of the matrix’, instead of immobile porosity. We thus decided554

to take the sandy matrix porosity ψ2 as a representative value for an interconnected part555

of the matrix effectively taking part of the mass-transfer process, as sands contribute to556
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transport processes as a less mobile region. This selection is discussed in the following557

part.558

We finally considered that in Moench’s solution mass-transfer occurs as matrix diffusion,559

while anomalous transport in our domain is mainly controlled by advection. As such, no560

clear link exists between mass-transfer rates and physical parameters controlling BTCs561

in our box, as aforementioned. Initial mass-transfer rates were thus arbitrarily set to562

γ1 = 0.05 and S1 = 0.01, similar to the values used by Moench [1995], and then refined563

using MCSA (Step 4).564

5.3. Results and discussion

The model was applied to reproduce experimental BTCs from four selected injection565

locations in the box. These BTCs are illustrative of the salient patterns associated with566

the impact of channels on anomalous transport in our domain. In specific, we chose:567

a single-peaked BTC (pz 2A), a double-peaked BTC where the first peak has larger568

concentration than the second one (pz 3I), a double peaked BTC where the second peak569

has a significantly larger concentration than the first one (pz 3A) and a double-peaked570

BTC where the two peaks have comparable concentrations, although slightly larger for571

the first peak (pz 2I). In Figure 5, results from models embedding connectivity in the572

form of the nonlocal term (ADE+MT) are shown as blue dot-dashed lines, while those573

from models that do not embed connectivity (ADE) are reported as gray dotted lines.574

Observed BTCs are reported as red continuous lines.575

We observe that the ADE+MT model provided a better match with observed values576

than ADE models for the four selected cases. This was also quantitatively confirmed577

by the lower RMSE computed from the model involving mass-transfer within the ADE578
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solution. This is true not only for the intermediate behavior between the two peaks of579

pz 2I, 3I, 3A, but also for the behavior of single-peaked BTC. For double peaked BTCs,580

the good fitting of the first mode using the mass-transfer-based model is consistent with581

the hypothesis that large connectivity (dominant in gravel zones) is directly linked with582

the apparent separation between mobile and immobile zones. This behavior is explained583

considering that the 1D ADE-based solutions may not reproduce anomalous transport584

related to stratification and convolution of transport arriving at the controlling sections.585

ADE solutions may require higher dimensions (2D or 3D models) to this purpose, at the586

expense of additional numerical burden due to the increased dimensionality. On the other587

hand, the nonlocal term in 1D ADE+MT model (qi) lumps together the effective processes588

generating tailing. Indeed, Willmann et al. [2010] suggested that qi may be actually seen589

as an effective mixing term, which seems in line with the observations from our analysis.590

The link between connectivity and apparent mass-transfer seems striking when analyz-591

ing the results associated with pz 3I. As discussed in Section 4, at this location the second592

peak displays larger concentrations and β has consequently a lower value, resulting in an593

underestimation of intermodal behavior and second peak by ADE+MT solutions. On the594

other hand, matching was improved when β was evaluated from the first peak and used in595

the ADE+MT solution (blue dot-dashed line); this was also confirmed by RMSE metrics.596

This issue provides support to the hypothesis proposed in this analysis, and further indi-597

cates that care must be taken when choosing the proper characteristic time to estimate598

β.599

Effective upscaling formulations embedding connectivity metrics seem to provide more600

conservative estimations of solute transport than 1D ADE models. The estimated mass601
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through the ADE+MT model significantly differed from the estimations based on the602

ADE model. More specifically, the 1D ADE solution largely underestimated transported603

mass in the high K zones compared to ADE+MT results. This is true for the three604

double-peaked BTCs reported in Figure 5. The best-fitting 1D ADE model predicted M1605

= 0.09 - 0.21, while the ADE+MT predicted M1 = 0.40 - 0.72. Focusing on the pz 3A, M1606

comprised more than 70% of the total injected mass according to the ADE+MT model,607

i.e. about 3 times larger than M1 evaluated on the basis of the classical ADE formulation.608

In all cases investigated, calibrated parameters seem to be consistent with typical values609

encountered during tracer tests (Table 1). Optimized values were generally consistent610

with those obtained by visual matching, indicating the physical validity of the resulting611

estimated parameters. For instance, longitudinal dispersivity for sands is of the order612

of one tenth the injection-extraction distance; lower dispersion is associated with gravel613

materials, reflecting the lower tortuosity and larger connectivity sampled by solute plumes614

when migrating through gravel channels.615

Similar considerations apply to mobile porosities ψi, which are also consistent with lower616

effective values for gravel and larger values for sands. From Table 1 we noted that the617

sum of ψ1 and ψ2 is not equal to the total aquifer porosity (φ = 0.31). From one side,618

this is due to the elliptical distribution of advective porosity in the box; from another619

perspective, we can also consider the existence of no-flow zones that reduce the effective620

amount of interconnected porosity (actively contributing to the mass-transfer process),621

consistent with the work by Zinn and Harvey [2003].622

Resulting mass-transfer rates γ1 and S1 significantly changed from initial estimating pa-623

rameters to optimized values. This was somewhat expected since we used general parame-624
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ters without a clear link to physical parameters. However, we observed that mass-transfer625

rates are quite similar among all injection locations showing double peaks (including the626

two different capacity coefficients used for pz 3I). This may indicate consistency between627

mass-transfer model parameters and physical properties of the aquifer, also related to con-628

nectivity, stratification and preferential transport through gravels. While the link is not629

mathematically known, our results are consistent with the conclusions achieved by Zhang630

et al. [2014], who associated subdiffusion in the gravel material as possible mechanism631

controlling mass-transfer rates.632

We highlight that our semi-analytical solution accounts for single-rate mass transfer633

only. The use of more sophisticate models, such as a multi-rate model (e.g., Haggerty634

and Gorelick [1995]), should be able to enhance fitting of experimental BTCs, especially635

on tailings. We experienced difficulties in inverting the Laplace-based semi-analytical636

solution with multi-rate mass-transfer coefficients, and thus decided to limit our analysis637

to a single-rate model. Although not explored in detail, we argue that the selection638

of mass-transfer rate distribution should not alter our key conclusions. The link between639

capacity coefficient and physical connectivity is independent from the distribution of mass-640

transfer rates. Depending on the specific model formulation, multi-rate solutions involve a641

special function that spans mass-transfer rates according to some predefined distribution642

model. This function does not affect the total capacity coefficient, which is the same643

as in single-rate formulations (i.e., same total effective retardation R = 1 + β for both644

formulations).645
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6. Conclusions

Adequate characterization and modeling of solute plumes migrating through preferential646

channels is of primary importance to make effective decisions in risk assessment and647

remediation of polluted aquifers. Preferential channels require special attention because648

of their erratic occurrence and uncertain detection, and the complex modeling of solute649

transport in heterogeneous porous media. This is especially true when upscaling solutions650

are applied to model forced-gradient tracer tests.651

The primary goal of this work was to investigate if transport connectivity metrics can652

be used as physical constrains for nonlocal model parameters used to upscale transport653

under convergent flow configuration. For this purpose, we analyzed a series of tracer tests654

performed in an experimental sandbox characterized by known geometrical distribution655

of gravel features, hydraulic properties and controlled forced-gradient flow conditions.656

We observed that on our box the presence of gravel channels within a sandy matrix657

strongly control characteristic patterns associated with anomalous transport, such as658

BTCs strong asymmetry, double peaks and tailing at late time. As tailing increases,659

the apparent separation of transport into mobile-immobile zones becomes more evident660

and connectivity metrics based on BTCs peak time become more directly related to the661

presence of gravel channels. Interestingly, the center of mass seems poorly affected by662

the presence of gravel channels, which indicate that indicators based on this time provide663

poor information about the presence of connected features.664

Among the three connectivity indicators adopted in this work, the one based on the665

temporal separation between BTC peak and center of mass (β) was found to be an ade-666

quate parameter to detect and track the impact of gravel channels on solute transport. A667
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larger degree of connectivity corresponded to a larger β, in agreement with the theoretical668

conclusions by Pedretti et al. [2013, 2014]. This result is also in line with the conclusions669

by Zhang et al. [2014].670

Since β is mathematically similar to the capacity coefficient of mass-transport models,671

these results suggest that nonlocal model parameters can be directly linked with trans-672

port connectivity metrics measurable from field experiments. To quantitatively explore673

this issue, we applied an analytical model embedding connectivity indicators as capacity674

coefficients to fit four selected BTCs, and compared these results against a more simple675

1D ADE solution. We showed that this methodology can provide not only good agree-676

ment between experimental and model-based BTCs, but also conservative estimation of677

mass transport in heterogeneous media affected by preferential channels. Indeed, 1D ADE678

solutions strongly underestimated mixing and the amount of transported mass along pref-679

erential channels compared with mass-transfer based solutions.680

We therefore conclude that connectivity metrics could offer a physical key to link aquifer681

heterogeneity and upscaling parameters. This is strictly true, however, provided that the682

proper characteristic time associated with connectivity is identified. A comparison with a683

model where peaks related to connectivity are not correctly identified also suggests that684

an adequate time selection is strictly necessary in order to obtain a reliable estimation of a685

capacity coefficient. In the case of the bimodal BTCs reported in this work, connectivity686

characteristic times were clearly associated with the temporal scaling of the BTCs first687

peaks. However, care must be taken when a similar approach is adopted for multimodal688

BTCs, as the convolution of transport through different layers can hinder the proper689

selection of a representative time for connectivity.690
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Figure 1. Description of the experimental apparatus. (a) Frontal view during filling operations;

(b) final outline and tank components (1 tap water network; 2 flow control input valves; 3 lateral

tanks; 4 sandbox; 5 wells tap; 6 measurement tank; 7 measurement probe; 8 datalogger; 9 PC

recorder; 10 discharge tank; 11 piezometer; 12 pumping well.)

Figure 2. (a) Schematic stratigraphy and (b) (c) distribution of preferential channels in the

box. Dimensions are expressed in cm. In (d) and (e) labels refers to the piezometers used as

injection locations during the tracer tests.

Figure 3. BTCs resulting from tracer tests performed in the experimental box. For each

injection location, concentration values are normalized by relative maximum concentrations and

time axes are normalized by numerically-calculated, boundary-corrected advective travel times

using homogeneous isotropic K=10 m/d.

Figure 4. Comparison of transport indicators, based on normalized BTC first moment (CI1),

normalized BTC peak time (CI2), and relative spreading between peak and first moment (β).

Green features denote connectivity indicators evaluated using the first time peak of the BTCs.

Figure 5. Comparison between observed BTCs, ADE and ADE+MT models (with a different

selection of capacity coefficient for pz 3I) for four selected injection locations.
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